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Observations:

• [1] is top-ranked with "simple" rankings, and low-
ranked with smoothed rankings (1a./2a.); smoothed 
variants penalize short sentences

• Similarity-ranking (5.) for [1] shows: wf-terms cannot 
relate Ägypten  [1] with inflected (Ägyptens), derived 
(Ägypter) or compounded forms (altägyptische)

• [2] contains three unknown words, hence: rankings 
based on all  terms (1./1a.) result in low scores; 
rankings based on selected terms boost [2], because 
they disregard unknown terms

Example text

The first 10 (of 26) sentences from a text about 
Egypt. Source:

http://www.sungaya.de/schwarz/aegypter/
aegypter.htm

Conclusion

Our experiments show that term-based sentence 
scores depend heavily on the term definition and 
scoring function. Hence, one might hypothesize that 
the results reported by Edmundson (1969) and 
Kupiec et al. (1995) could be improved considerably 
by applying more sophisticated term definitions and 
scoring functions.

Ngram-based term definitions performed best in our 
evaluation. This could be attributed to the fact that 
these cope better with inflecting languages like 
German.
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Introduction
Many applications in NLP have to deal with large, unrestricted texts, e.g. 
Information Retrieval, Text Classification, Text Summarization. The systems 
often achieve robustness by knowledge-poor methods, such as computing term 
and sentence relevances based on simple frequency counts.

Term relevance measures the importance or representativeness of a term in a 
document with respect to this document. Highly-scored terms should be good 
keywords for a document.

Sentence relevances are used in Text Summarization. They measure the 
importance of sentences in a document with respect to this document. Highly-
scored sentences should be good candidates for summary extracts.

Example Sentence Rankings

Sentence rankings for the first two sentences:

[1] 'Egypt'

[2] 'Greek: Aigyptos, Egyptian: Quemnt, "black earth" '

Example Term Rankings
The five top-ranked terms according to different 
term definitions:
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Evaluation and Results

Goldstandard:

• Data: 35 documents of different text sorts and domains 
(e.g. hotel and film reviews, news articles and 
commentaries, political speeches), 1097 sentences

• Language: German

• Annotators: 15 annotators per sentence

Evaluation measures:

• Rank_Correlation_Rho (RCR): Spearman's rank 
correlation coefficient compares human ranking (see 
figure above) with the computed scores

• Correlation_Bravais_Pearson (CBP): compares 
absolute values

• Best_10 (B10), Worst_10 (W10): recall, precision and 
F-score or the first/last 10% of the sentences

Definitions
"Terms"

• wf: wordforms
• stems: tokens analyzed by a German Porter stemmer
• 4gram_tok/5gram_tok: sequences of 4 or 5 letters, within a token, including 

leading and trailing spaces
• 4gram_sent/5gram_sent: sequences of 4 or 5 letters, including spaces, within a 

sentence

"Term relevance"

• ordinary terms:                                                unknowns:
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Text Summarization
Most Text Summarization systems integrate term relevances. However, Edmundson 
(1969) and Kupiec et al. (1995) show that location-based features provide better results 
than keyword-based features:

Definitions
"Sentence relevance"

• Av_All:            

 

• Av_All_Smooth:

 

• Av_Selected and Av_Selected_Smooth: 
like Av_All and Av_All_Smooth, but use 
the top 40 terms only
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• Luhn_Orig:                                             

• Luhn_Weighted:

• Similarity: cosine similarity between the 
sentence vector and document vector 
of TF-IDF values

• x-axis: numbers 
of annotators 
who marked a 
sentence as 
relevant
• y-axis: number 

of sentences

Results for Similarity, with terms = wf/5g_tok, 
according to different evaluation methods

Results for all term definitions and sentence scoring functions; the values are the average 
values of the correlation measures (C), and F-scores for B10 (FB) and W10 (FW)

Observations:

Evaluation measures:

• Both correlation measures assign similar values
• B10 and W10 diverge considerably: B10 assigns very low values, 

W10-precision very high ones

Term definitions:

• 5gram_tok terms perform best of all term definitions, wordform terms 
perform worst (4gram_tok terms perform similarly well)

Sentence relevance definitions:

• Average_All_Smooth and Similarity perform best, in general
• Average_All and Average_Select perform worst, in general
• However, sentence scoring functions yield heterogeneous results

keyword-based location-based
Edmundson          around 36%   around 54%
Kupiec et al.    20% 33%

However, a reason for the poor results of term-based features could be the rather 
simple ways of calculating relevances, based on simple word frequencies. In this 
poster, we want to examine and question the often-cited superiority of location-based 
features over term-based features.


